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2Contents
162TSI Highline with optional Sound & Vision and R-Line package shown.



Exterior

With its sleek lines, striking proportions and powerful on-road presence, the Tiguan Allspace has been designed 
to turn heads. No matter the angle it’s viewed from, the Tiguan Allspace radiates a sense of space, style and 
understated confidence.

Compared to the 5-seat Tiguan, the 7-seat Tiguan Allspace is not only longer overall, but has a longer wheelbase 
and rear overhang. The bonnet of the Tiguan Allspace has been raised above the radiator grille and the rear doors 
made longer in order to keep the vehicle perfectly proportioned. Dynamic LED headlights and a full chrome grille 
come as standard on both the Comfortline and Highline equipment grades, but the Highline sets itself apart with 
a premium-looking chrome strip below the grille.

A prominent character line draws the eye down the length of the vehicle, as do raised ridges on the roof. The 
character line draws attention to the Tiguan Allspace’s silver painted side mirrors, which fold automatically when 
not in use. Viewing the Tiguan Allspace in profile also offers a chance to appreciate the vehicle’s unique 18-inch 
‘Kingston’ alloy wheels (in the 110TSI, 132TSI and 110TDI Comfortline variants).

Towards the rear is a larger rear window to allow more light into the third row and LED tail lights (premium LED 
tail lights in the Highline) that help give the Tiguan Allspace its distinctive appearance. An electronic tailgate with 
Easy Open and Close makes opening the boot a breeze, while Dual Trapezoidal Chrome Trim Exhausts extend the 
chrome theme from front to rear. 

Unique design elements such as Tiguan Allspace badging on the tailgate and distinctive front quarter panel 
4MOTION badging (on all 4MOTION variants) let other motorists know you’re driving one of the most capable 
vehicles on the road.

01  Kingston 18" alloy wheel (110TSI, 110TDI & 132TSI Comfortline)

02  Auckland 19" alloy wheel (162TSI & 140TDI Highline)

03  Suzuka 20" alloy wheel (available in optional R-Line package) 
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162TSI Highline with optional Sound & Vision and R-Line package shown. 



01 9.2" Discover Pro Infotainment System 
02 USB Port (three as standard) 
03 Optional Active Info Display 

Interior

Volkswagen’s first-ever Australian 7-seat SUV offers levels of space and versatility that take 
the stress out of the everyday school run, trip to the airport or weekend camping holiday.

Transporting seven people is all in a day’s work for the Tiguan Allspace, which offers a wealth 
of seating configuration options to choose from. As for luggage capacity, there’s an 
astonishing 1775L available with the vehicle in two-seat configuration, 700L when in five-
seat configuration and an impressive 230L when all seven seats are in use. 

Volkswagen’s customary levels of sophistication and comfort are on display throughout the 
cabin. Cheker Flag Titanium interior trim in the Comfortline equipment grade and Dark Grid 
in the Highline provide a sense of class and distinction, while driver and passenger seats are 
supple to the touch and supportive even on long drives. 

There’s no limit to the entertainment you can enjoy in the Tiguan Allspace thanks to the 
latest-generation 8-inch Discover Media Infotainment system (in the Comfortline) and 9.2-
inch Discover Pro Infotainment system (Highline). Both systems feature clever App-Connect~ 
technology that allows selected smartphone apps via Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto™. 
The addition of three USB ports means you’ll never be without power for your phone or 
tablet device.

Two added features in the Tiguan Allspace make it easy to use the vehicle’s infotainment 
system while allowing you to focus on the road ahead. Standard across the range is Media 
Control, an ingenious feature that puts one of your passengers in charge by allowing them to 
select the music played, and more, via their smartphone or tablet. The other is Gesture 
Control, an interactive feature available on the Discover Pro Infotainment system (Highline 
models) that allows the driver to browse through various menus with a simple mid-air swipe 
of the hand.

~App-Connect is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android, active data service, and connection cable (sold separately). 
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162TSI Highline with optional Sound & Vision and R-Line package shown.
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Technology and Safety

Look no further than the new Tiguan Allspace for all the latest in technological 
innovations to provide you with a safe and pleasurable drive.

Among the advanced driver assistance systems included as standard are Front 
Assist with City Emergency Brake* (City EB) and Pedestrian Monitoring*, which 
use a radar sensor to help avoid or mitigate an impact with a vehicle or 
pedestrian in front of the vehicle. Lane Assist* helps keeps your Tiguan 
Allspace on track by detecting if it is straying from its intended course and 
gently counter-steering it back into the lane. And parking is a cinch with Park 
Assist*, which uses Rear View Camera* and sensors around your vehicle to 
assist you with backing into and out of tight parking spaces. 

Additional standard inclusions are Driver Fatigue Detection*, which provides a 
visual and audible signal when it’s time to take a break, and clever Multi-
collision Brake technology, which automatically initiates braking after a 
collision to prevent or minimise the severity of subsequent collisions. 

Volkswagen's Driver Assistance package (Optional on Comfortline and 
standard on Highline) provides extra peace of mind with a suite of advanced 
features to assist day-to-day driving. Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*, Dynamic 
Light Assist, Traffic Jam Assist* and Side Assist* with Rear Traffic Alert* are all 
exceedingly helpful in busy traffic situations, while Emergency Assist* acts to 
bring your Tiguan Allspace to an emergency stop in the unlikely event that the 
driver is incapacitated. 

Optional as part of the Sound and Vision package is 360-degree Area View*, 
which uses strategically placed cameras to provide a bird’s eye view of the 
area around your vehicle. Plus, the high-resolution Active Info Display behind 
the steering wheel puts everything you need right in front of you, including 
driver assistance and vehicle functions.

*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices

01  Pedestrian monitoring*

02 Front Assist with City Emergency Brake*

03  Lane Assist*

04 Traffic Jam Assist*

05 Side Assist*



162TSI Highline with optional Sound & Vision and R-Line package shown. 
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Performance

The Tiguan Allspace doesn’t just redefine stylish and practical motoring, it stays true to Volkswagen’s 
promise of exhilarating performance with every drive.

Available in a range of TSI petrol and TDI diesel engines, the Tiguan Allspace provides a spirited 
driving experience bolstered by smooth power delivery, plenty of torque and reliable DSG 
transmissions.

With its 1.4-litre engine providing 110kW of power and 250Nm of torque, and a 6-speed DSG to 
ensure efficient transfer of power to the road, the 110TSI variant is the practical choice in the 
Comfortline range. Drivers wanting extra serves of power and torque will relish the 2.0-litre 132TSI 
(with 132kW and 320Nm), 7-speed DSG and 4MOTION all-wheel-drive system. Anyone who 
appreciates the economy and driveability of diesel engines will want to take advantage of the 110TDI 
(with 110kW and 340Nm), which also benefits from a 7-speed DSG transmission and 4MOTION 
technology.

The Highline range offers a premium driving experience with its 2.0-litre 162TSI (162kW and 350Nm) 
and 2.0-litre 140TDI (140kW and 400Nm) inspiring confidence no matter the challenge. 
Volkswagen’s 7-speed DSG transmission and 4MOTION technology are standard in the Highline 
range. 

Every Tiguan Allspace fitted with 4MOTION receives Active Control, which allows the driver to tailor 
his or her driving experience by allowing them to select one of four special all-wheel drive modes 
(snow, on-road and two off-road settings: one automatic and one variable) via a rotary switch. A 
central mode button activates the Driving Profile Selection, which offers further personalisation of 
the on-road mode with Normal, Sport and Eco profiles available to the driver.

01

02

01 4MOTION Active Control all-wheel drive 
02 132TSI Engine   
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162TSI Highline with optional Sound & Vision and R-Line package shown. 



162TSI Highline with optional Sound & Vision and R-Line package shown. 



162TSI Highline with optional Sound & Vision and R-Line package shown. 
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Optional Packages

Few vehicles can claim to offer as many impressive features as standard as the Tiguan Allspace. 
But adding an optional package takes the Tiguan Allspace to the next level. 

The optional Luxury Package is ideal for Comforline owners who want that extra bit of 
indulgence in their drive. Included in the package is Vienna leather appointed upholstery#  
(7 Seats), electrically adjustable driver seat with memory function, heated front seats and a 
panoramic electric glass sunroof. 

Drivers wanting to make the ultimate statement can opt to include the R-Line package 
(Highline equipment grade only). Potent styling additions inside the vehicle include brushed 
stainless steel pedals, an R-Line steering wheel with paddles and R-Line embossed Black 
Vienna leather appointed seats#. R-Line bumpers and side sills, a black rear spoiler and 
distinctive 20-inch ‘Suzuka’ alloy wheels are all exterior additions that offer a bold declaration 
of the vehicle’s performance pedigree.  

Audiophiles will appreciate the crystal-clear clarity and superb bass response offered by the 
Dynaudio Excite Premium Sound System available in the optional Sound and Vision Package 
(offered in Comfortline and Highline equipment grades). The package also features 
Volkswagen’s impressive Active Info Display that puts high-definition vehicle information right 
before the driver’s eyes — and 360-degree Area View* for a trouble-free parking experience. 

Also offered as an option (Highline equipment grade only) is a slide and tilt Panoramic Glass 
Roof, perfect for letting natural light (but not the wind) into your vehicle cabin.

01  162TSI Highline with optional Sound & Vision and R-Line package.  

02  Black Vienna Leather upholstery# (R-Line Logo) available with optional R-Line package 

#Leather appointed seats have a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather.
*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices

01

02 Overseas model shown.
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Pure White 

Deep Black Pearl Effect

White Silver Metallic 

Blue Silk Metallic

Platinum Grey Metallic

Ruby Red Metallic

Colours & Upholstery

09  Black Comfort Cloth†  

10  Black Vienna Leather Upholstery^#

11  Storm Grey Vienna Leather Upholstery●#  

14
Please note that Metallic and Pearl Effect paint are optional at extra cost. The print process does not allow for exact reproduction of the exterior or the upholstery colours. Please contact your Volkswagen Dealer 
for further information on colours and upholstery combinations. †Standard for Comfortline. ^Available as standard for Highline variant or available on the Comfortline variant as part of the optional Luxury package, 
at extra cost. ●Only available on the Highline variant by custom order only. #Leather appointed seats have a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather.

Colours & Upholstery

Customise your Tiguan Allspace by choosing one of several available paint finishes. In addition to Pure White and Deep Black Pearl Effect, there are four 
different metallic paint options available: Platinum Grey, White Silver, Blue Silk and Ruby Red.

Select the Comfortline equipment grade and your Tiguan Allspace receives Black Comfort Cloth upholstery as standard. Soft and supple Black Vienna 
leather appointed upholstery# is standard in the Highline or as part of the optional Luxury package in the Comfortline, which includes electrically 
adjustable drivers seat with memory function, heated front seats and panoramic electric glass sunroof. For an extra premium feel in the 
Highline, you can select distinctive Storm Grey Vienna leather# appointed upholstery as a special dealer order. 

 Upholstery

1009 11



6 speed DSG (110TSI only) 7 speed DSG & 4MOTION All-wheel drive 7 speed DSG & 4MOTION All-wheel drive   

110TSI 1.4L 110kW / 250Nm 
132TSI 2.0L 132kW / 320Nm with 4MOTION 
110TDI 2.0L 110kW / 340Nm with 4MOTION

162TSI 2.0L 162kW / 350Nm with 4MOTION  
140TDI 2.0L 140kW / 400Nm with 4MOTION  

HighlineComfortline

Optional Sound & Vision package
Active Info Display, Area View, Dynaudio & 

Ambient interior lighting

Optional Sound & Vision package
Active Info Display, Area View & Dynaudio

Optional R-Line package
R-Line body styling, R-Line interior, 20 inch 

alloy wheels and progressive steering

Optional Driver Assistance package
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*, Side Assist with Rear Traffic Alert*, Dynamic Light 

Assist, Emergency Assist* & Traffic Jam Assist*. 

Optional Metallic or Pearl Effect paint

*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices.
~App-Connect is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android, active data service, and connection cable (sold separately). 
#Leather appointed seats has a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather. 

• Front Assist with City EB and Pedestrian Monitoring*
• Lane Assist with Adaptive Lane Guidance*, Park Assist* and Rear View Camera* 
• Electronically-operated tailgate with Easy Open & Close 
• Dynamic LED Headlights 
• LED daytime driving lights and LED tail lights 
• 18” Kingston alloy wheels 
• 8” Discover Media navigation system 
• Media Control, App-Connect~ and 3x USB ports 
• Keyless Access and start 
• Electrically foldable exterior mirrors • Front and rear parking sensors with rear 

Manoeuvre Braking* 
• Rechargeable torch in luggage area • Auto headlights and rain sensing wipers 
• Driver Fatigue Detection system* 
• Air Care 3-zone climate control air conditioning 
• Driving profile selection with 4MOTION Active Control (4MOTION models) 
• Front fog lights

• Adaptive Cruise Control* 
• Side Assist*
• Rear Traffic Alert* 
• Emergency Assist* 
• Traffic Jam Assist* 
• Adaptive Chassis Control 
• 19” Auckland alloy wheels
• Dynamic Light Assist 
• Vienna leather appointed upholstery# 
• Heated front and row 2 outer seats 
• Electrically adjustable front seats with memory function 
• 9.2 inch Discover Pro satellite navigation system with Gesture Control 
• Ambient interior lighting 

Optional Luxury package
Vienna leather appointed upholstery# (7 Seats), electrically adjustable driver seat 
with memory function, heated front seats and a panoramic electric glass sunroof 

Optional Panoramic electric glass sunroof

Specification Highlights
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Volkswagen Accessories

Volkswagen Genuine Accessories ensure your Volkswagen remains 100% Volkswagen. The extensive range of Tiguan Allspace Genuine Accessories 
provides you with the opportunity to adapt your Tiguan Allspace even more precisely to your individual needs. From transport, exterior and interior 
solutions to alloy wheels that perfectly complement your Volkswagen, your every need is catered for. For the full range, please visit  
https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en/owners.html

Overseas models are shown for illustrative purposes only. 

Comfort & Protection

Sports & Design

01 Luggage compartment tray

Part.no 5NL061161

04 Loading sill plate

Part.no 5NA061195A

02 Sunblind set

Part.no 5NL064365

05 Underbody design element

Part.no 5NA071608

03 Rubber floor mats

Part.no 5NC06150282V     (front)

06 Tailgate protective strip

Part.no 5NA071360

Only in 5 seater position

Not for R-line



Optional accessories are available at an extra cost. Please note that the above accessories may have an effect on fuel efficiency. Items such as tablets and
sports equipment are for illustration purposes only and are not available for purchase from Volkswagen Group Australia or its dealers.

Transport

Travel & Comfort

07 Side steps

Part.no 5NL071691   (Not compaticle with mud flaps)

12 Tablet holder 13 Coat hanger 14 Bag hook 15 Volkswagen foldable box

10 Ski & Snowboard carrier

09 Surfboard holder

Part.no 000071120HA

08 Premium roof box with roof bars

Part.no 000071200AD     (340L)
Part.no 000071200AE     (460L)
Part.no. 5NL071151        (Roof bars)

11 Bicycle carrier

Part.no 000071128F

Volkswagen Accessories



^The Volkswagen Choice Program consists of an option to return the vehicle to Volkswagen Financial Services (VFS)** at the end of the term and require VFS** to purchase the vehicle at an agreed price known as the 
Guaranteed Future Value or GFV as determined by VFS** and set out in your contract. At the end of the term, you can elect to: (1) trade-in the vehicle; (2) exercise the option to return the vehicle; or (3) retain the vehicle by 
paying the GFV. The GFV is not a representation by VFS** as to the likely market value of the vehicle as at the end of your contract. The option is available on new and demonstrator Volkswagen vehicles for selected models 
only. Please verify with your dealership the vehicles that are eligible for the program. The GFV will be reduced, and you will be liable for any loan contract deficit, if you exceed the nominated kilometre allowance and/or the 
vehicle is not in an acceptable condition in accordance with the Fair Wear and Tear Guide available at www.volkswagen.com.au. Other terms and conditions apply. The cost of the Volkswagen Choice Program is incorporated 
into the applicable interest rate. Please read the full terms and conditions. Please consider whether these products and services are appropriate for your circumstances. Before acting on any of the information on this page, 
please seek independent financial and tax advice. Full terms and conditions are available upon application. Available only to approved applicants of VFS**. Subject to credit assessment. Standard fees and charges apply. Fleet, 
government, rental buyers, hire car and chauffeur companies are excluded. Available at participating Volkswagen dealers. **VFS is a trading name of Volkswagen Financial Services Australia Pty Limited ABN 20 097 071 460. 
Australian Credit Licence 389344.

Volkswagen Choice

18Volkswagen Choice

Naturally we understand that your 
Volkswagen represents a valuable 
investment, so we understand that 
you want to maintain it in premium 
condition. Volkswagen Choice^ is 
a finance program tailored to the 
requirements of Volkswagen owners 
by providing assurance around your 
Volkswagen’s future value^, whilst 
offering simple monthly instalment 
financing options.

Whether you are selecting your new 
Volkswagen for business or personal 
use, you can choose the contract term 
that best suits your requirements. Enjoy 
the confidence that comes from having 
locked in a minimum value up front 
to be attributed to your vehicle at the 
end of your contract^. There are also 
no account keeping fees with a fixed 
interest rate.

Trade in
If you wish to trade-in your 
Volkswagen for a new vehicle, 
all you need to do is return 
it to the dealership. If the 
trade-in value is higher than 
the Guaranteed Future Value^, 
you can use this equity towards 
your new vehicle purchase.

Retain
If you prefer to retain your 
Volkswagen, simply let us 
know. Provided that you also 
meet the relevant payment 
obligations under your contract, 
you can purchase your vehicle 
outright for the Guaranteed 
Future Value price locked in 
at the start of the contract^. 
Then your Volkswagen is yours 
to keep. Or you can choose to 
refinance your balloon at the 
end of the term.

Return

All you need to do is hand 
your car back and, if the 
vehicle meets the agreed 
kilometre and fair wear and tear 
requirements^, you will have no 
more to pay.

Step 2
Choose your preferred term from between 12  
and 48 months, along with an annual km allowance  
and repayment options that suit your lifestyle.

Step 1 Choose your favourite Volkswagen model.

Step 3 
At the end of your chosen term, select from  
one of the three below end of term options:
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Your Volkswagen Dealer.

Important information
Important information Apple CarPlay® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Android Auto™ is a registered 
trademark of Google Inc. MirrorLink® is a registered trademark of Car Connectivity Consortium LLC. 

Volkswagen is distributed by Volkswagen Group Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 14 093 117 876) of 24 Muir Road 
Chullora, NSW 2190. Specifications are as planned at June 2018, for Model Year 18 and are subject to change 
without notice or obligation. All information is this brochure are correct at the time of publication, however 
variations may occur from time to time and Volkswagen, in so far as it is permitted by law to do so, shall 
not be liable in any way as a result of any reliance by any person on anything contained in this brochure. 
Authorised Volkswagen Dealers will provide up-to-date information on model application, design feature, 
prices, and availabilityon request. 


